
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Being Me…. WWII        Puzzles… 

Friday 28th September 2018                     Issue Number 4   

   Year 5 Assembly          YEAR 6 at Chertsey  
Yesterday, Emerald class did an assembly on ‘Being 
Me’, it was fantastic and we learnt how to be yourself. 
Srudhika, explained in more detail, “being yourself 
doesn’t mean that you should always listen and do as 
others want you to, this would mean that you are not 
thinking and choosing for yourself”.  

One of the messages in their assembly was to have 

the right to your own belief - Article 14 says, “You have 

the right to think and believe what you want and practise 

religion” as well as the right to relax and join in activities 

– (Article 31)  

 

 

This week year 6 went to Chertsey Museum to find out about 
World War II. It was really interesting finding out how people 
lived during the war, Kaushiki said, ‘I enjoyed the drama “black 
out”, and we actually got to experiment what it was like in the 
war. Shakiba, added, ‘making and wearing the masks felt 
really humid and hard for everyday life’. Did you know World 
War took place between 1939-1945 and was the most 
destructive war that ever took place? We thoroughly enjoyed 
looking at the objects…can you work out what these are and 
what they were used for. Ask Y6 to find out. 

                         

 

        
  

 

Year 1 and Year 2  

 
In Year 2 we have tried really hard 
with maths this week, trying to 
add 2 digit numbers Some of us 
even added 3 digit numbers. We 
have also been writing about our 
trip to Shrek Adventure Land. 

 

 
 

In Year 1 we have been reading 
Elma and trying to remember the 
story. We also enjoyed being 
outside. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Nursery  
This week all of the children are 

in and they are happy and settled 
in the nursery. We have been 
sharing the story 'Walking through 
the Jungle', creating our own 
animals and making jungles. We 
have had fun making animal 
noises too, roaring like a lion and 
snapping like a crocodile. 
  

 
Reception 
This week we have been very 

busy learning in school full-time! 
We have been sharing the story 
'Oliver's Vegetables' and learning 
about food that is good for us. We 
have printed using fruit and 
vegetables linked to the letter 
sounds. We have been learning 
and creating collage pictures of 
our favourite meals.  

 

       Puzzles !!! 
               WHAT AM I? 
 I have forests but no trees. 
 I have lakes but no water. 
 I have roads but no cars. 
 

****** 
I have six faces and twenty-one 
eyes, yet I cannot see. What am I? 
 

*** 
What is orange and sounds like a 
parrot? 
 
How many black dots can you see? 
 

 
 


